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Our Business
Building an inclusive community through sport and recreation
We Believe
• Sport is vital to building community relationships
• Community inclusion is more than participation
• Every individual has a role to play in sport and recreation
We Will
• Place the person first and respect their choice
• Encourage progression through chosen pathways
• Educate and support the sport and recreation community
• Work within the structure of Australian sport

Our People
Life Members
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2016
2018
2019

Marie Little OAM †
Grace Tucker †
Bob Hussey †
Ken Algate
Annemaree Walker †
Margaret Irvine
Bob Cates
Rob Tanner
Anthony Dunton
Carol Martin
Wayne Jeffery
Richard Bruggemann
David Green
Bradley Bettens
Daniel Johnston

Colleen Bennett
David Smith
Joanne Bugg
Catherine Kyrkou
Grant Haskard
Paula Morrissy
Shane Betts
Susan Cates
Craig Hirte
Bob Harrap
Barry Lewis
Shane Smith

Board of Directors
Sue Wundenberg, Chairperson
Lisa Cook Kleeman (until October)
Dr Kerrie Lante
Colin Campbell
Tom Johnston
Andrew Antony (until December)
Dr Shannon Schedlich
Julie Bowman
Noon McNamara (from January)
Andrew Ellis (from January)
Matthew Thomas (from January)
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Staff
John Cranwell - Chief Executive Officer
Bianca Dubois - General Manager, Services
Katrina Ranford - General Manager, Active
Inclusion
Brigitte Neubauer-Cooke - Rapidswim Coordinator
Gretchen Rosenberg - NDIS Service Coordinator
Jose Rabet - Communications Coordinator
Natalie Montgomery - Senior Practitioner (until
January)

Chloe Jarvis - Developmental Educator (from July)
Ben Steer - Rapidswim Manager (from September)
Jessica Howe - Positive Behaviour Practitioner
(from February)
Esther Bechara - Positive Behaviour Practitioner
(from April)
Photography credits
1. Inclusive Sport SA staff
2. Mike Worsman
3. Unsplash Images
* cover image by Mike Worsman

Chairperson Report

The 2019/20 Financial Year has been one of the most
challenging years in our organisation’s history. COVID19’s unprecedented impact cannot be understated and
I want to acknowledge the Inclusive Sport SA (ISSA)
Directors and Staff for leading the organisation through
this demanding and unfamiliar period of time.

of these sports. Daniel Johnston has been a SA State
Basketball player for 15 years and regular participant in
the local Pasadena basketball program. Both Shane and
Daniel have shown strong commitment to the values of
ISSA, sport participation and representation of South
Australia in their chosen sports.

Our organisation has been transitioning over the years
with a clear and forward-thinking vision enabling
us to diversify our income streams and promote
sustainability. The COVID-19 pandemic has tested this
planning and we are proud to report to our Members
and stakeholders that we have been able to deliver a
small end of year surplus and we remain a sustainable
business.

As reported last year, the 2019/20 Financial Year saw
the exit of long term Director Lisa Cook-Kleeman who
reached her maximum term limit. Lisa remains a strong
contributor to our organisation with her continued
role on the Governance Committee. The organisation
also said goodbye to Andrew Antony after two years
on the Board due to increasing work commitments.
The exit of two directors enabled the Board to recruit
new Directors with skills and experiences in a number
of required areas. In January 2020 we welcomed
Noon McNamara, Matthew Thomas and Andrew
Ellis, all whom have extensive experience across the
business, finance, leadership and disability sectors.
We look forward to their ongoing contribution to the
organisation.

Prior to the pandemic, the Board discussed the mix
of skills and experiences of the Directors and how the
organisation could maximise input from Directors and
the Chairperson. A review of the Constitution found
that although the 6 year term limit for Directors was
appropriate, if a sitting Chairperson was to reach this
limit whilst in that role, there could be a significant
loss of knowledge and skills. As such, the review
recommended an extension of the 6-year term limit for
a sitting chair be extended to include a final two-year
term therefore completing a maximum of 8 years.
This recommendation and change to the constitution
was adopted at a Special General Meeting in May 2020.
The Board has continued its strong approach to good
governance updating several policies and procedures
during the year. The Terms of Reference for the Board
Committees were reviewed and I wish to thank the
Committee Chairs, Lisa Cook-Kleeman (Governance
Committee – till Oct 2019), Tom Johnston (from Oct
2019), Colin Campbell (Audit and Risk) and Dr Kerrie
Lante (Marie Little OAM Athlete Support). One of the
benefits of strong governance was highlighted when
the recently updated and tested Crisis Management
Plan was utilised in the first few weeks of the pandemic.

As a board we continue to ensure we have the necessary
skills to ensure we make the correct decisions and fulfill
our purpose.
I will take this opportunity to make a special mention
of our new program “Active Inclusion” and to thank
our CEO, the team and in particular Katrina Rainford
for her relentless commitment to ensuring the success
of this new initiative. This journey has taken Katrina
into uncharted waters and she has embraced every
opportunity.
As mentioned earlier “Covid” presented us with many
challenges, a huge thankyou to each and every member
of our team for ensuring our continued success.
Sue Wundenberg
Chairperson

The Board has also led the review and updating of
our Clinical Governance. This was led by Director
Julie Bowman and the organisation has ensured
its commitment to clients and best practice is at
the forefront of our clinical work in Rapidswim and
Behaviour Support SA.
During November 2019, ISSA welcomed two new Life
Members, Shane Smith and Daniel Johnston. Shane
Smith has been a long time participant in ISSA Supported
Sports including cricket, futsal and football, winning
the SANFL Inclusive League (previously C7) Best and
Fairest medal, and representing South Australia in each

1 - Inclusive Sport SA Chairperson Sue Wundenberg
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CEO Report

“Unprecedented Times” has been the catch phrase of
2020 and no matter how hard I try, I cannot think of
a better description of the last 12 months. On the 13
March 2020, the pandemic struck our organisation and
our families with the closure of 40% of the pools we
utilise in the Rapidswim program. By 18 March all our
pools were closed and the Rapidswim program was
placed on hold affecting more than 200 participants
and their families and reducing our income by 90% in
April. It wasn’t until 20 July 2020 that the program was
able to restart at a limited number of venues, with two
pools still closed to the general public. I can remember
the early days of the pandemic clearly and I wish to
praise the outstanding effort of our staff to adapt and
innovate in such a short timeframe. Once aware of
the extent of the Government restrictions, staff were
quick to mobilise and develop COVID safe approaches
to our Behaviour Support SA program and introduce
entirely new programs including the successful ‘On
4

1 - CEO John Cranwell presenting at Torrens University

the Move’ service. Within days our team made it a
priority to adapt existing services and develop new
programs to continue servicing our families through
online video, enabling us to retain clients and staff. The
initial weeks of the pandemic forecast a dark future for
the organisation due to the significant loss of revenue.
However, as the Federal Government announced their
relief programs, we were able to map out the course
for a more sustainable future. In the end, the Federal
Government provided more than $200,000 of relief
payments to our organisation through Job Keeper and
their “Cash flow Boost” PAYG credits. I wish to thank
the Government for their leadership and support
during this crisis. Although the last 4 months of the
financial year provided significant challenges, it also
brought new opportunity to the organisation.
As the restrictions eased in South Australia, the Office
for Recreation, Sport and Racing (ORSR) outlined their
‘Return to Sport’ guide. Whilst the plans were fantastic

and enabled the community to once again get back to playing sport, we discovered there were also a considerable
number of people who were unable to access the ‘COVID-safe’ information. In partnership with ORSR our team
developed a suite of resources across numerous communication channels under an extremely strict deadline to
ensure the COVID safe information was accessible to everyone. With a tight turn around the team produced over
eight quality resources and video promotion that has received recognition across Australia. Further reference
regarding the project success is outlined in the Active Inclusion Report.
Early in the financial year, ISSA undertook an extensive strategic planning process. After a number of years
our organisation had successfully transitioned away from the delivery of sport activities and focused more on
supporting sports clubs and organisations to be more inclusive. Through this process ISSA honed in its focus into
four key business units, Rapidswim, Aquatic Therapy Institute, Behaviour Support SA and Active Inclusion (refer to
their individual reports for more information) to ensure a sustainable future. Our focus on consulting was a catalyst
for our involvement in a number of key working groups and reviews. The State Government invited ISSA to be a
member of the working group which established the guidelines for Inclusive Play launched in late 2019. These
guidelines are designed for Local Governments, developers and schools to build and support play spaces that are
welcoming to all South Australians. ISSA was also invited to be a member of the Grants Review Panel alongside
Sport SA and Recreation SA. This panel was tasked with reviewing the system used by the state government
to fund the sport and recreation sector which was last reviewed 11 years ago. Final recommendations were
delivered to the Office for Recreation, Sport and Racing in late 2019 however, due to the pandemic, unfortunately
no announcement has been made by the state government on the future of industry grants.
ISSA partnered with Sport SA on their annual Sport Awards with our General Manager, Sector Engagement joining
the Award Selection Committee and the organisation sponsoring the 2019 Champion of Inclusion Award. This
award is bestowed to a person, club or organisation who showed a strong commitment to inclusion in 2019 it was
won by the Goodwood Saints Football Club. The ‘Goody Saints’ have maintained a team in the SANFL Inclusive
League for all 28 years of its existence, included players in the club through rewarding roles and Life Membership
and have been the leading football club for inclusion in SA for almost three decades.
On a personal note, the last 12 months has been difficult, overwhelming, wonderful and rewarding all in equal
measure. In late 2019 I completed the Governors Leadership Foundations (GLF) course through the Leaders
Institute of South Australia. The GLF is a leading program that focusses on complex systems, polarity, personal
leadership growth and problem solving. It was an intense and highly rewarding program which assisted me greatly
when the pandemic struck earlier this year.
Our ISSA team continued to grow with four new amazing team members joining us, including Developmental
Educator Chloe Jarvis, Behaviour Support Practitioners Jessica Howe and Esther Bechara and Ben Steer into the
role of Rapidswim Manager. But it was also sad to say goodbye to Natalie Montgomery our Senior Practitioner
who resigned in January 2020 to focus on her young family. We also welcomed a new ‘Team Member’ with our
General Manager of Services Bianca DuBois and her husband having their first child. The ISSA office team is a
small, fun, hardworking and fiercely committed group. They make me laugh and cry (with more laughter) on a
regular basis and their dedication to their roles is what enables our organisation to deliver great outcomes to our
participants. Thank you to each and every one of you. Our Board is also a committed and highly skilled group of
individuals who donate their time and expertise to the organisation. Your support is greatly appreciated, thank
you.

John Cranwell
Chief Executive Officer
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Information, Linkages and
Capacity Building Project
In 2018 Inclusive Sport SA (ISSA) was successful in securing a
two-year Information Linkages and Capacity Building Project
funded by the National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA),
with the objective to increase capability of the sector and
grow active participation of people with disability (PWD) in
mainstream sporting clubs.
The Building the Capacity of Community Sport and
Recreation Project was pitched by John Cranwell (CEO),
Stephanie Greenland (then, ISSA Inclusion Advisor &
Physical Educator) and ISSA Board Director Dr Kerrie Lante
(Communication for Health, Human and Disability Service
Professionals, Disability and Community Inclusion Unit,
Flinders University). The Project was conceived in response
to the identified inequitable participation opportunities for
people with disability; lack of knowledge, understanding
and value in engaging people with disability in the sport
sector and the apprehension of people with disability to
confidently approach sport clubs.
The Inclusive Sport SA Project Team consisted of Katrina
Ranford (General Manager and lead), Jose Rabet
(Communications Coordinator) and John Cranwell (CEO)
and uncovered the following key themes:
•

Sport chooses not to or invests minimally into inclusion.

•

Clubs want and are seeking an inclusive and diverse
membership to strengthen their clubs and associations.

•

Clubs fear offending PWD, as they do not know enough
about ‘dealing’ with certain impairments and or
behaviors leading to inertia.

•

There is a gap in training and or resource availability for
clubs to engage with PWD or change varying attitudes
of inclusion with their members and develop an
awareness and confidence to deal with the person and
not the disability.

•

Some clubs are resistant to change. Content to
administer in traditional ways by passively not allowing
PWD in mainstream competitions, preferring to refer
on or segment into one off programs.

•

Some sports are ‘doing inclusion better’ than others
and are happy to share knowledge amongst the sector.

•

The top three motivators for PWD to participate in sport
are identical to people without a disability - Having fun,
Socialising and Getting fit.

•

Being a club member is the most appealing way for PWD
to participate in sport, with playing in an inclusive team
for a mainstream sporting club ranking the highest.
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•

Three in every four PWD experience some form of
challenge and/or barriers to sport participation, with
negative attitudes/behaviour from other players
and club members as the most frequent and worst
experience to overcome when involved in sport.

•

Inclusion/Community Personnel are likely to have
unattainable KPI goals and are constantly playing
second fiddle to a high performance agenda.

•

The biggest challenge for inclusion and disability
advocates is challenging and changing the discourse
of disability and awareness of club members around
an individual’s ability.

•

There is limited participation data trends of people
with disability playing sport.

The Project delivered 26 videos, including The Well
Played campaign which surpassed the initial prediction of
reaching 372,000 South Australians within the sport and
recreation community, having reached a huge 1.4 million
people and the This Is How we Do it campaign reaching
28,000.
Integral information for the project and further work was
gathered via three surveys targeted at sport deliverers and
users that produced two research reports, four printable
resources for people with a disability, three templates
for the sport sector, a six member Advisory Group with
accompanying documents and an accessible best practice
Inclusion Hub. The Project was delivered on time and to
budget. However, the final evaluation of the Project was
affected due to the impact of COVID-19 on the sport sector.
It is proposed that this be conducted once the industry
returns to play and becomes stable.
Inclusive Sport SA would like to thank Mike Worsman
from Give Media for sharing our ethos and his talent to
produce such high quality and emotive videos. Thank
you to all who featured in our videos. We would like to
thank Participant Advisory Group members - Gary and
Toby Sutherland, Michael Zannis, Scott Crowley, Chantel
Bongiovanni and Catherine and Paul Beinke for your
guidance and commitment to this Project. The Inclusive
Sport SA team are grateful for the lessons you have
taught us and look forward to continuing our meetings.
To the South Australian Office for Recreation, Sport and
Racing for offering your support to the ISSA team and
toward this Project. And finally, to the NDIA for providing
our organisation with the opportunity to undertake this
project and further our vision to create truly inclusive
communities.
3.Close up of athletics track.

Inclusion & Diversity in Sport
Masterclass Series
In early 2019, ISSA hosted the sixth consecutive Inclusion and Diversity Conference (IDS) to drive change in the
industry and ensure that diversity and inclusion is at the forefront of the sport and recreation sector’s strategic
objectives. Considering the saturation of the conference market and based on our evaluation of the event, ISSA
shifted format to host a set of four half day workshops during 2019/2020. The intent of the small workshop
format was to focus on specific areas of challenge in the industry and engage greater attention from attendees to
help promote the development of stronger, healthier, happier and safer communities.
Offering a ‘hands on’ approach to learning strategies and enquiry more than 86 participants from grass root sport
clubs, local councils, service providers, educational personnel and peak body game development roles attended
across the four sessions. Topics included:
Including Children and Young People in Decision Making – July 2019
The participation of juniors in sport and recreation is a strategic priority for almost every club. With this in mind
this session was developed for junior sport and recreation competition administrators, aimed to help identify how
to engage effectively with children and young people in decisions and rules that affect them.
Presented by guest speaker Helen Connolly, South Australia’s Commissioner for Children and Young People, 23
participants joined the workshop to learn how to engage effectively with junior participants in a real and authentic
way ensuring to actively listen and values their needs.
Inclusion of Transgender and Gender Diverse People in Sport – October 2019
This session was open to sport and recreation personnel to work through the National Guidelines for the Inclusion
of Transgender and Gender Diverse People in Sport, launched in June by the Human Rights Commission and Sport
Australia.
Delivered by LGBTQI+ sport charity, Proud 2 Play (who were a major contributor in the development of the
Guidelines), the session took 20 participants through the key points and provide a starting point for sports’ front
line people to promote the inclusion of transgender and gender diverse people within their sporting communities.
Inclusion and Diversity in a COVID-19 world – check in & discussion – May 2020
During the COVID-19 pandemic, we witnessed the upheaval of life, as we had always known it. For sport, our
competitive nature refocused to concentrate on survival as a sector, off the field of play. Hosted by John Cranwell
and Katrina Ranford the session was open to Sport and Community personnel to discuss the new climate and how
it affected business and their Diversity and Inclusion programs.
Not surprisingly, each sport/organisation was quite different. Some had stood down development staff and most
were planning to cancel disability national championships due to risk factors or travel restrictions. 13 participants
joined the online video catch up, and while most were optimistic that diversity and inclusion would remain a
priority focus, each reiterated that their departments would be hit hard by budget cuts.
Activating Inclusion – August 2020
Masterclass attendees were introduced to the new features on the Inclusive Sport SA website including the Find a
Sport/Club tool, unveiling of the Connected Communities Grants program, and discussed outcomes and learnings
from recently completed projects including the Information, Linkages and Capacity Building (ILC) Project and
Return to Sport – Accessible Communication Materials.
Attendees were engaged with a panel to discuss challenges and support panel guests had encountered in their
work and community over the last COVID-19 impacted months.
Thank you to our panel of speakers: Ma-Musu Kugba Nyande, Toby and Gary Sutherland, Scott Crowley and
Nathan Hart.
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For more than three decades, Inclusive Sport SA (ISSA)
has been a leading industry support body in South
Australia, delivering best practice inclusion and diversity
advice to the sport and recreation sector, state and local
government and service organisations alike.
Through our research, projects and networks we
discovered an unmet need for inclusion consulting and
training that was missing at community grass roots level.
The new business initiative was pitched to the Board to
expand the scope of service delivery of the organisation
to new markets, under the guise of Active Inclusion (AI).
The initiative will help to deliver the Board’s five year
vision and aligns with ISSA’s strategic priorities to link and
support best practice in inclusion; support people who
may be disengaged; develop sustainable revenue streams
and develop and foster strong partnerships.
Active Inclusion was soft launched to the industry in August
2019 with the intention of expanding the delivery of our
inclusion service offerings and fundamental message
across industry and sectors through tailored consulting
and training services, special project management
and collaborative opportunities. Leveraging on ISSA’s
established market position and drawing on existing
partnerships, the introduction has provided additional
revenue streams for the organisation while remaining
aligned to our core values of creating and advocating
for inclusive communities. AI has set course to support
the strategic directives in the sport and recreation
sector, state and local government departments, higher
education, business and community service providers to
increase their organisational capacity, achieve inclusion
and diversity outcomes and grow their offerings to the
local community.
In AI’s short existence collaborative work has been
undertaken with the City of Adelaide and Office for
Recreation Sport and Racing, along with a confirmed
Memorandum of Understanding with Push and Power
Sports SA and the transition of the annual national
Inclusion and Diversity in Sport Conference to a series
of four Masterclass sessions. Initial work for the City
of Adelaide Project to identify and activate inclusion
strategies for their member clubs and groups, began in
January however is currently on hold due to COVID-19.
Push and Power Sport SA (PAPSA) coordinates the
support, development and high performance programs to
members who use equipment / wheelchairs for everyday
mobility in South Australia. Since October 2019, ISSA
committed to an MOU with PAPSA to assist the group

2 - West Adelaide Thunder wheelchair basketball player in the Well Played Campaign
shoots at basketball ring.
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with member registration processes, administration and
assist with media and marketing support.
Historically inclusion and diversity was not included in the
discussion in regards to the business and prosperity of
sport, but in the last decade, and especially the last couple
of years, we have seen so much growth and increased
opportunities for all people. But, with this pandemic,
we have seen a refocus on sport towards survival. And
rightly so. Our industry and the way we work has changed
significantly during the last few months. Some have been
working from home, some stood down, and some are on
the road to a new opportunity, but it is encouraging to
see our community passionate about a return to sport
and recreation.
In partnership with ORSR, and taking into consideration
feedback from sector partners and our staff
regarding accessing and understanding the confusing
COVID-19 restrictions, The Return to Sport Accessible
Communication Project was devised to ensure the
health and hygiene message in relation to sport activity
was accessible and understandable for all audiences.
In particular we were concerned that people with a
disability, those with differing learning styles, low literacy
skills or where English is an additional language faced an
additional challenge in sport participation to understand
the new rules in a new environment. Located on the Sport
Inclusion Hub section of the Inclusive Sport SA website,
the resources (which have been downloaded over 1000
times) includes:
• 2 x Easy English Guides, (PDF and Word documents)
• 4 x Social Stories (PDF format and voice over ‘read
along’ mp4 format)
• 4 x Club Communication Guides
To ensure the messaging reached a wide audience, a
social media video (filmed by local sport livestream
company Spacequake Sports) was rolled out and featured
high profile athletes from Adelaide United (football),
Adelaide Lightning (basketball), Adelaide Thunderbirds
(netball) and the Adelaide Giants (baseball) alongside
SANFL’s Inclusive League players and South Australia’s
Power Chair athletes.
The three minute video reached an audience of more
than 300,000 and continues to gain traction, with the
initiative featured with SA Health, ORSR, Clearinghouse
for Sport, Play by the Rules, Disability Sport Australia and
in the media.

While our dealings in the past have been primarily
with sport, Sport business today often grapples with
conflicting priorities and department objectives. This
is challenging as they must service and advocate for
their members; promote and nurture high performance
and hence national directive and funding; develop and
innovate to assist and grow their affiliate clubs; manage

local competitions; host events; and maintain and build
venues and facilities. Inclusion, unfortunately, sits low on
the ‘To Do’ agenda for most sport leaders.
For this reason we are strategically targeting and
expanding our delivery across sectors, and while Active
Inclusion has created a good base in the market within
the sport sector we will continue to focus on increasing
our collaborations with local government and other
markets. As I write this, we have work confirmed with
two large councils.
Diversity is a reality; inclusion is still a work in progress.
We are excited to share our focus and confidence in the
value in diversity and lived experience to continue to
nurture socially inclusive and dynamic communities in
South Australia.

Katrina Ranford
General Manager - Active Inclusion
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The 2020 Rapidswim year was planned to be a
consolidation year with our major focuses on continuing
to improve the services offered to participants and
families; and ensuring that our programs were
operating effectively and at capacity.
Continuing to improve our services, was a priority
for the Rapidswim team as we worked towards this
throughout the year by improving internal procedures:
•

Streamlining of communication processes.

•

Implementation of a new database.

•

Recruitment and training of passionate staff
members.

In addition to this we increased presence of the
Rapidswim Manager at venues across our programs to
provide better support to assist our staff and connect
with our families more effectively.
Our programs were kept as close to capacity as possible,
through:
•

Effective marketing campaigns.

•

Ongoing communication with Local Area
Coordinators (LACs) and planners.

•

Streamlining of our on boarding process to create
ease for families.

•

Waitlist management.

•

Regular communication with participants and
caregivers already engaged in the program to
ensure that their needs and goals continue to be
met.

Building the capacity of our staff working with
participants and their families to provide an inclusive,
fun and engaging service remains a priority for
Rapidswim. Multicultural Youth South Australia Inc
(MYSA) were engaged to deliver training sessions
to Rapidswim program and office staff in December
2019. The MYSA sessions aimed to develop staff
understanding, build problem solving skills and
techniques to ensure participants and families from
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) backgrounds
were supported within our programs.
A major transition to the administration of Rapidswim
saw General Manager Services Bianca Dubois, (who
previously oversaw the program) take Maternity Leave
and Rapidswim Manager Ben Steer join the team to
10

manager the program. A key focus for Ben and a new
aspect of the Rapidswim Manager role was to be a
present figure at the Rapidswim programs. By attending
programs in person Ben has been able to assist staff,
participants and families more directly than we have in
the past providing valuable insight into efficiencies and
improvements.
Rapidswim operations have been affected by two
major events in 2019/20 which have had a significant
impact on the ability to run our program successfully.
The first of which was the sudden closure of the Minda
Aquatic Centre Pool for maintenance in July 2019. The
closure of this facility saw four Aquatic Therapy and
two Learn to Swim Programs temporarily suspended
for a six week period.
Despite this difficult start to the financial year, once the
Minda Aquatic Centre Pool reopened the Rapidswim
team was able to rebuild the programs increasing
participant numbers to nearly capacity in all programs.
Program numbers as of March 2020 were:
8 AQUATIC THERAPY PROGRAMS
95 places filled | 2 places vacant
7 LEARN TO SWIM PROGRAMS
112 places filled |11 places vacant
As with most organisations March 2020 saw the
second significant event in COVID-19 which caused the
shutdown of the full Rapidswim program for the last
two weeks of Term 1 and the entirety of Term 2. Sadly,
this also meant the Rapidswim Carnival, which is always
highly anticipated and enjoyed by our Learn to Swim
participants who have fun in races and show off their
skills to their family and friends, has been postponed
until further notice.
In July 2020 Rapidswim programs were able to return to
the Brighton Aquatic Centre, Noarlunga Leisure Centre,
Thebarton Aquatic Centre and ARC Campbelltown for
Term 3. However, the pandemic continues to have
major implications for Rapidswim with SA Health’s
Hampstead Rehabilitation Centre and the Women’s
and Children’s Hydrotherapy pools still closed to the
general public. As a result, four Aquatic Therapy and
two Learn to Swim programs are yet to resume.
During the state lockdown ISSA was able to support
10 Rapidswim staff (seven casual) through the Federal

Government’s Job Keeper payments. Throughout the
closure Rapidswim management remained in constant
communication with families providing updates, current
government restrictions an information regarding the
return of Rapidswim. Office staff continued to process
registrations and respond to enquiries which added a
significant number of participants to our waitlists. A key
focus for the administration staff during this time was the
updating of program marketing collateral, refinement of
program documentation and development of a Rapidswim
Session Plan and Activity resource.
Furthermore, Rapidswim administration staff continued
to work on the transition to a new organisational
database working on participant data input, invoicing and
communication processes and development of internal
procedures for the new software.
Ben Steer
Rapidswim Manager

3 - Young boy underwater gives a thumbs up
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This year was a year of forming foundations and
construction for Behaviour Support SA (BSSA) as the
team worked to build on the hard work implemented
during BSSA’s inception year. Life transitions from staff
in the form of new babies and family obligations meant
the leadership team needed to implement new and
innovative ways of supporting a high performing team
in an ever-changing landscape while standing by their
commitment to work/life balance.
The team saw some movement of staff as Bianca
Dubois left for parental leave, and Natalie Montgomery
took extended leave with the hope of consulting parttime in the future. Chloe Jarvis worked diligently over
this period to maintain current BSSA numbers before
the team inducted two new and highly motivated
therapists.
With a full team of therapists, BSSA started to carve out
its own path in the area of Behaviour Support in the
South Australian market, and enquiries for the service
began increasing week by week. With administration
support from Brigitte Neubauer-Cooke, the service
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streamlined its intake procedure and worked hard to
service all clients who registered for support.
While not initially planned for however gratefully
welcomed, the department was fortunate to have
Bianca Dubois provide supervision to the BSSA team
while on maternity leave. To support the team, John
Cranwell manage the team operations throughout the
year.
During March, like all other parts of the organisation,
Behaviour Support SA needed to modify their therapy
sessions to ensure they were able to continue to
provide support safely and within government

restrictions. COVID-19 pushed the team to adapt quickly as
they implemented telehealth and utilised outdoor spaces
for therapy as well as completing supervision with Bianca
Dubois remotely. During this time the BSSA team welcomed
an additional therapist (Esther Bechara) and saw the need
for the service significantly increase as isolated families
reached out for help during these unprecedented times.

and accompanying mental health challenges, in a part-time
capacity to the team. And Esther Bechara, an enthusiastic
behaviour therapist who joined the team during the
COVID19 lockdown period and has hit the ground running
to ensure families in crisis continued to receive much
needed behaviour support through this challenging time.

By June 2020 the BSSA service had a considerable waitlist,
and a decision was made to advertise for two additional
fulltime therapists to take the pressure off the waitlist
and provide much needed support to families in crisis. In
February we welcomed Jessica Howe, a Psychologist with a
keen interest and talent in helping individuals with disability
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Communications & Marketing

2019/20 saw a period of significant development, growth and
innovation in organisational communication and marketing for
Inclusive Sport SA and its growing business units. The major
project for the financial year was the creation and launch of the
new organisational website. Led by the General Manager, Active
Inclusion and Communications Coordinator a web brief and
wireframe were developed and presented to Web Development
company Marketing Sweet with user experience the focus,
creating a platform with increased accessibility, improved service
information and an appealing visual appearance with room for
the continued growth of the organisation’s ongoing evolution.

Humans of Sport in SA Facebook pages:
•

Inclusive Sport SA Followers – 30 June 2019 - 2570| 30
June 2020 - 3062

•

Humans of Sport Followers – 30 June 2019 – 3952 | 30
June 2020 – 4269

•

Rapidswim Followers – 30 June 2019 – 101 | 30 June
2020 - 114

Brand Awareness Through appropriate selection of keywords
and phrases Inclusive Sport SA remained top of search on
Google with business insights listing a sharp increase in direct

Launched in June 2020, the intricate new 85 page ISSA website
continues to successfully rank in the top position on a number
of search engines for indicative key words. Along with the Web
positioning strategy the design of the new site has created
individualised space for each business unit, playing a critical
role in the promotion of services (as indicated by the above
ranking) and a pleasant introduction to the organisation for
future participants and their families, key stakeholders and
the general public. Updating the optimization of our online
platform has re-emerged the organisation into a strong position
in the digital space era with a multitude of tools that support
accessible communication, progressive plug in adaptations
while also enhancing the usability and look of the website as a
whole. Through software such as Google Analytics, insights on
website traffic and where improvements can be implemented
will increase user satisfaction and engagement with the business
and services. In its first month the website has celebrated over
650 individual visitors to the platform sharing what we do, our
mission and where we going as an organisation with users from
across Australia.
Social Media Increasing content production, services promotion
and a consistent presence on social media were key areas of
attention for the Communications department. Driven by 27
pieces of original content from the ‘Well Played’, ‘This Is How
We Do It’ (created in partnership with Give Media) and Return
to Sport (created with Spacequake Sport) social media video
campaigns, a dramatic increase in online viewership saw 1.7
million individuals reached, with the highest interest recorded
on the videos below:
•

Return to Sport Safely – Reach 300,000 | Views 80,000

•

Well Played – Part of the Team – Reach 117,185 | Views
57,000

•

Well Played – The New Normal – Reach 159,000 | Views
54,000

Social Media follower numbers complimented the release of
this content with steady rises across the Inclusive Sport SA and
14

2 - Anu Francis for Well Played rowing at West Lakes.

search by organisation name suggesting an overall increase
of awareness of the business by general public beyond
participants and families accessing services.
Organisational branding for external marketing material and
communication underwent a revamp with a subtle update
to logos for each of the business units. The new logos and
associated marketing collateral emulate the Inclusive Sport
SA logo creating a uniform, professional appearance to assist
with ease of identification and connection between the
business units and services across differing audiences.

Jose Rabet
Communications Coordinator

Marie Little OAM Athlete
Support Program
In 2019/20 the Marie Little OAM Athlete Support
Program (MLASP), continued to offer financial support
to State and National individuals and teams to compete
and attend national and international championships to
at total of $10,800.
MLASP Committee Members:
• Colleen Bennett (Chairperson)
• Dr Kerrie Lante
• Della Thilthorpe
• Carol Martin
• Bradley Bettens
• Jose Rabet (Staff Representative)
In 2019/20 the MLASP supported:
•

South Australian Cricket Association - State Team
Support

•

Netball SA - State Team Support

•

Basketball SA - State Team Support

2019 INAS Global Games athletes supported:
•

Kaelum Barlow - Individual Athlete Support

•

Amechai Bawden - Individual Athlete Support

•

Keenan Georg-Dent - Individual Athlete
Support

•

Zac Georg-Dent - Individual Athlete Support

•

Bradley Kinross - Individual Athlete Support

•

Wayne Kinross - Individual Athlete Support

•

Sam Mills - Individual Athlete Support

•

Magdalena Moshi - Individual Athlete Support

•

Timon Sideris - Individual Athlete Support

•

Hugo Taheny - Individual Athlete Support

•

Lillee Wakefield - Individual Athlete Support

•

Xavier White - Individual Athlete Support

•

Nathan Woods - Individual Athlete Support

INAS Global Games

In October 2019 Inclusive Sport SA hosted a Global Games Athlete celebration event for the South Australian athletes
selected to represent Australia at the INAS Global Games in Brisbane, Queensland. The event invited SA athletes and
their families to celebrate the hard work and dedication that culminated in their selection to represent the country
with the SA contingent receiving their Australian team uniforms from Matthew Cowdrey OAM MP, Member for Colton
on the evening.

1 - 2019 South Australian Global Games Australian representatives with ISSA Chair Sue Wundenberg, MLASP Committee member Carol Martin, Matthew Cowdrey OAM MP Member for Colton and ISSA CEO John Cranwell.
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